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Overview
Astro Communications are experts in solving business challenges
through communications and networking solutions. The small,
boutique company have been providing innovative IT, ISP,
connectivity solutions since 1984 and currently employ 30 staff
who work as extended members of their customers’ teams.

Challenge

The solution
An SMS alerts system was created to notify senior
management and engineers if they detect an email of high
priority. The system sends an SMS when the event occurs with
a reminder after five minutes if the first is not acknowledged.
Another text is sent once the issue is resolved.

“

The increase in response rate we’ve seen
since using SMS alerts is incredible and just
wouldn’t be possible with email alone.
Working with Textlocal we were able to build
a system that is brilliantly fit for purpose and
we would recommend SMS for any other
businesses needing to respond to customers
as quickly as possible.

“

Staff were struggling to identify the highest priority emails
as alerts are sent from each server the company manages
whenever there is an update or issue. This means that some
more urgent emails like restaurant servers going down,
meaning no payments could be taken, could be lost amongst
the hundreds received. Additionally, those doing on-call shifts
were concerned about missing urgent issue emails overnight.

Steve Hodges, Managing Director

For their high-security clients, such as those handling credit
card payments and hospitals, using multi-factor authentication,
a PIN will be sent via SMS from the firewall to ensure it is the
right person using the logins.

The results
As well as an increase in responsiveness to high severity events,
staff wellbeing improved as they did not have to check email
notifications throughout the night. Should servers go down, the
team was able to react quickly and in many cases, phone the
customer before they themselves have even realised that there is
an issue. The team could then talk customers through troubleshooting and diagnostics to get back online
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